
Week 13 – Placement: Customer Value Fulfilment 

Place Definition 
Describe the nature of supply chain management and how marketing channels add value 

 

Discussion Question: What does “place” mean to you? Explain to what you think the Supply Chain is 
and why it is/isn’t important. 
“Place” in the marketing mix refers to the channel, or the route, through which goods move from 
the source to the final user. Place could be the intermediaries, distributors, wholesalers and retailers. 

 

Supply chains and the value delivery network 
Supply chain: the system of efficiently and effectively producing, making and getting products to 
end-users 
Supply chain management: managing upstream and downstream value-added flows of materials, 
final goods and related information among suppliers, the company resellers and final consumers. 
Marketing logistics: the tasks involved in planning, implementing and controlling the physical flow of 
materials and final goods from point of origin to the point of use to meet the needs of customers at 
a profit. 

 

Supply chain management: 

Types of decisions, supply chain decisions, among the most important facing management today, 
typically include: 

Whether or not to sole source operations 
Where to locate production plants 
Sales forecasting 
Cost of logistics 

Decreasing logistic costs to add value such as Ikea and Aldi 

 

Supply chain Goals - Supply chains typically add value through the following decisions or 
activities; 

Cycle life reduction 
Conversion operations location – changing process of delivery manufacturing close to raw 
materials 
Purchasing 
Manufacturing & operations process – producing to scale 
Warehouse numbers & costs – increase customer service 
Inventory levels & costs 



Transport type & costs 
Restructuring marketing channels 

 

Place linked to Three layers of product:

 

Main functions 

Warehousing – Storage 
Inventory management 

Marketers are always looking for new ways to make inventory management more efficient. 

Techniques for improving efficiency:  

Just-in-time (JIT) logistics networks – requires accurate forecasting with fast delivery 
Radio frequency identification (RFID) tags – know where and when it is time to 
reorder 

Transportation & logistics 

The choice of transportation carriers affects the pricing of products, delivery performance 
and condition of the goods when they arrive – all of which will affect customer satisfaction. 

Main modes of transport: trucks, railroad, pipelines, sea carriers, air carriers & 
Internet 
Intermodal transport: Fishyback, piggyback, trainship & airtruck 

Information management 

Companies manage supply chains through information. Channel partners often link up to 
make better joint logistics decisions. 



Widely used method: Electronic data interchange (EDI) 
Other methods: Vendor managed inventory (VMI) systems & Continuous inventory 
replenishment system 

 

The nature of marketing channels: 

Definition: A marketing channel (or distribution channel) is a network of interdependent 
organisations – intermediaries – involved in the process of making goods and services available for 
use or consumption by the consumer or business user. 

Channel member functions 
Information – gathering and distributing marketing research and intelligence 
Promotion – developing and spreading persuasive communications about an offer 
Contact – finding and communicating with prospective buyers 
Matching – shaping and fitting the offer to buyer’s needs 
Negotiation – reaching an agreement on price and terms 
Physical distribution – transporting and storing goods 
Financing - acquiring and using funds to cover cost of channel work 
Risk-taking – assuming the risk of carrying inventory an channel work

 

 

 

Channel Behaviour 


